The current effort to test General Relativity employs multiple disparate formalisms for different observables, obscuring the relations between laboratory, astrophysical and cosmological constraints. To remedy this situation, we develop a parameter space for comparing tests of gravity on all scales in the universe. In particular, we present new methods for linking cosmological large-scale structure, the Cosmic Microwave Background and gravitational waves with classic PPN tests of gravity. Diagrams of this gravitational parameter space reveal a noticeable untested regime. The untested window, which separates small-scale systems from the troubled cosmological regime, could potentially hide the onset of corrections to General Relativity.
INTRODUCTION
General Relativity (GR) is unique amongst our fundamental theories of physics, in that it does not fail below the Planck scale -at least to our present knowledge. That is, we are not aware of any fundamental scale (other than M Pl ) associated with the onset of new gravitational physics. This is in contrast to, say, the separate theories of electromagnetism and the weak nuclear force (which fuse at the electroweak scale of ∼ 200 GeV) 5 , and most probably the separate electroweak and strong nuclear forces, which are believed to unify at the GUT scale of ∼ 10 16 GeV. The apparent infallibility of GR could, of course, indicate that it is a complete theory, valid at all energy scales up to the Planck scale. However, the tempting possibility of explaining the accelerating expansion rate of the universe through modifications to GR (see Clifton et al. 2012 for a review) suggests that it is worth considering otherwise. The keystone to testing this hypothesis is the identification of a scale at which GR acquires correction terms, and an alternative theory of gravity takes over.
However, there is no a priori reason why this transition from GR to modified gravity should happen at a particular energy scale. Other physical parameters could instead provide the trigger. For example, in f (R) gravity, modifications to GR are controlled by the scalar curvature of a spacetime (Sotiriou & Faraoni 2010) . Other authors have posited the existence of a fundamental acceleration scale (Bekenstein 2004) . Further possibilities include density-dependent (Khoury & Weltman 2004) or lengthscale-dependent behaviour (see Baker et al. 2014 for further discussion).
One might argue that this distinction has no meaningdensities, distances, curvatures, etc. can all be expressed as equivalent energies. We would counter that this distinction is important, at least for the prosaic task of compiling current experimental bounds on gravity. For example, the surface of the Sun and cosmological-scale density perturbations both probe gravitational potential wells of order Φ ∼ 10 −5 . If local gravitational potential is the fundamental quantity controlling modifications to GR, then the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and solar physics both probe the same regime of gravity. In contrast, if acceleration is the fundamental controlling quantity, then the CMB and the solar surface can be used to test gravity in two very different regimes.
This issue is a severe source of difficulty for the research community interested in testing alternative theories of gravity. There is a healthy diversification of work, ranging from 'small-scale' tests of gravity based on laboratory and lunar experiments, Solar System satellites, stars and compact objects to large-scale probes such as galaxy correlation functions, galaxy weak lensing, the CMB, CMB lensing and galaxy clusters (and passing the intermediate regime of galaxy rotation curves and strong lensing along the way). It is very likely that in the near future direct detection of gravitational waves will join this list.
The downside to this proliferation is that it is often difficult to connect the constraints on GR obtained from experiments on different scales. It is not obvious that a gravitational theory which is well-behaved on cosmological scales permits the existence of viable stellar solutions (see, for example, . Likewise, some theories that give testable predictions for, say, orbits around black holes may be unable to produce cosmic acceleration 6 . This state of affairs is further hindered by the postulate of screening mechanisms (Vainshtein 1972; Khoury & Weltman 2004; Brax et al. 2010) , phenomena which act to suppress any non-GR behaviour in particular environments 7 .
6 To rectify the situation a cosmological constant term is often added to the theory, either explicitly or in a 'backdoor' manner. Occam's razor complains loudly in such cases.
7 It is by no means guaranteed that a screening mechanism can be embedded into all theories of gravity. Given that only a handful of explicit screening mechanisms are known to date, it is more
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a welldefined, quantitative procedure for comparing the environments probed by different tests of gravity (see Psaltis 2008 for earlier ideas along these lines). Placing all systems on a common set of axes should facilitate discussion between different sectors of the gravitational physics community. Furthermore, making plain the remit of existing constraints will allow us to sensibly ask the question: is there still 'room' for departures from GR in the present state of affairs? Are there untested gravitational environments that might provide the most fruitful directions for future research?
We stress from the outset that this paper does not address issues of experimental difficulty involved in performing a precision test of gravity. In many of the situations we will discuss, astrophysical systematics dominate the relativistic effects by orders of magnitude. However, our optimistic attitude is motivated by recent examples in which such systematics have been successfully modelled and subtracted. For example, in a test of gravity using radio links with the Cassini spacecraft, successful removal of dominating noise from the solar coronal plasma resulted in systematic errors four orders of magnitude smaller than the relativistic signal (Bertotti et al. 2003) . Similarly, the incredible precision of current pulsar constraints is obtained using detailed modelling of a series of gravitational interaction terms and orbital delays. On the cosmological front, N-body simulations are used to model nonlinear and baryonic effects. There are clear goals set for the improvements needed to deal with data from the next generation of cosmological experiments (approximately a ∼ 1% accuracy on the matter power spectrum, Semboloni et al. 2013) .
In §2 we explain our choice of axes for a gravitational parameter space, and how both astrophysical and cosmological systems can be mapped onto them. §3 is devoted to the understanding of this plot. In §4 we provide a visualization of experimental constraints, which indicates where the under-tested regimes of gravity lie. §5 is devoted to a discussion of our results.
In this paper we will work in conformal time η, denoting derivatives with respect to η by a dot. The conformal Hubble factor is H ≡ȧ/a. Fractional energy densities such as Ω M (η) denote time-dependent quantities; present-day values are indicated by a subscript zero, e.g. Ω M 0 . The metric signature used is {−, +, +, +}. Some extended calculations are sequestered in the Appendix.
QUANTIFYING GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS

Categories of Systems
The gravitational systems considered in this paper fall into three categories: laboratory, astrophysical and cosmological. Most of our discussion will focus on the latter two categories.
The astrophysical systems are nearly all spherically symmetric, and many can be approximated by a test particle in orbit around a central mass, e.g. a planet orbiting a star, a star orbiting close to a supermassive black hole, etc. Observations of the test particle's moconservative to assume that the majority of gravity theories do not screen.
tion are considered as a probe of the gravitational field of the larger body.
Cosmological systems, e.g. the CMB, must instead be treated as power spectra. These require more careful handling; a gravitational field must be assigned to each wavenumber k or angular mode in the power spectrum. We need to define quantifiers analogous to those applied to astrophysical systems, so that comparisons between the two categories are possible.
Below we set out the system we will use to assess gravitational field strengths for the astrophysical and cosmological categories. In §4.5 we will explain how equivalent parameters are assigned to two specific laboratory tests of gravity.
Gravitational Quantifiers
In GR, three tensors make up the description of spacetime that enters the Einstein equations: the metric, the Riemann curvature tensor, and the Ricci tensor 8 . We can characterize a gravitational field by assessing how it is distributed between these three tensors. A loose physical interpretation runs thus: the metric describes the curvature of the spacetime at a point; the Ricci tensor describes how much of that curvature can be attributed to the local mass at that point (since the Ricci tensor vanishes in vacuum); the Riemann curvature tensor describes the total curvature due to both local masses and the gravitational fields of other masses at a distance.
We wish to construct scalars which quantify the relative importance of each of these three tensors for a given gravitational field. However, the obvious choice for the Ricci tensor -the canonical Ricci scalar -vanishes in vacuum and radiation-dominated systems, making it awkward for the purposes of this paper 9,10 . Hence we will focus our attention on the remaining two tensors, the metric and the Riemann curvature tensor.
Let us first consider the example of a test particle situated at a radial distance r from a central object of mass M . The deviation of the metric from Minkowski form is characterized by the magnitude of the Newtonian gravitational potential,
The strongest gravitational fields accessible to an observer correspond to the limit → O(1), when the central object is a black hole and the test particle orbits close to the event horizon. Although equation (1) is a coordinate-dependent statement, it can be linked to a directly observable (and therefore coordinate-independent) quantity, namely the gravitational redshift of emission lines from a star or similar object. Hence equation (1) is a valid parameter for assessing the approximate magnitude of the components of the metric outside a single object in vacuum. We will measure the approximate magnitude of the Riemann curvature tensor through the Kretschmann 8 We regard the stress-energy tensor of matter as sourcing the curvature of spacetime, not as part of its description.
9 For example, R does not distinguish between a particle in orbit around a black hole (a vacuum situation) and the early universe (a radiation-dominated situation), since it is zero in both cases.
10 Note that the other semi-obvious choice, R αβ R αβ 1 2 , similarly vanishes. scalar (R αβγδ R αβγδ ) 1/2 . The Kretschmann scalar for the Schwarzschild metric is
The first equality above is coordinate-independent, and serves as our formal definition of ξ; the second equality is merely an illustratory example for the choice of standard Schwarzchild coordinates. The corresponding expression for rotating objects is more complicated (Henry 2000) . However, the additional prefactors will make little difference on the axis ranges used in this paper (see Fig. 1 ), and so will be neglected. The parameters and ξ above define a two-dimensional space on which we can place the gravitational fields probed by different objects, observations and experiments. For simplicity we will informally refer to these parameters as the 'curvature' and the 'potential' of the spacetime, though this is not strictly accurate in all the contexts we consider. We stress that our parameters and ξ depart from the physical potential and curvature in some regimes, e.g. the metric for the interior of a star. However, they still serve as useful yardsticks that allow us to compare radically different gravitational environments.
One might question if there is some redundancy or degeneracy in the use of and ξ. After all, ξ is quantifying the Riemann tensor, which is simply a contraction of the metric; and the metric is quantified by . However, the Riemann tensor also assesses the derivatives of the metric, and hence contains crucial extra information. As a concrete example, consider two black holes, one of stellar mass (∼ 10 M ) and one supermassive (∼ 10 7 M ). Consider the gravitational field on the event horizon of these black holes. In both cases the potential is of order unity, but the curvature of the spacetime is very different. Specifically, the ξ-value assigned to the supermassive black hole will be lower than that for the stellar mass black hole, because the radius of curvature of the horizon is larger. Hence our two scalar quantifiers are indeed sensitive to different aspects of a gravitational field.
It should be noted though, that there are some aspects of gravitational fields which are not encapsulated by either of our two parameters. Most notably, our scheme does not distinguish between approximately static and dynamical gravitational fields. Most of the systems we consider fall into the former category, but binary pulsars ( §3.2) and gravitational wave experiments ( §4.6) belong to the latter. This enables them to potentially constrain kinetic terms and spin-2 perturbations of a modified gravitational action, terms which are inaccessible in other experiments.
Adaptations for Cosmological Perturbations
Equations (1) and (2) are appropriate for gravitational systems that can be modelled as spherically symmetric. In this subsection we describe how we can associate analogous characteristic scales in gravitational potential and Kretschmann curvature to the cosmological perturbations.
We assume that a spectrum of primordial perturbations is laid down by some mechanism in the early universe. These primordial potentials source the growth of matter overdensities, so that at later epochs the matter power spectrum can be used as a tracer for the power spectrum of potential wells in the universe. In GR, the connection between potential wells and matter overdensities is given by the Poisson equation,
The sums in the expressions above are taken over all cosmologically-relevant fluids (baryons, cold dark matter, etc.). The fractional matter overdensity is δ ≡ δρ/ρ and the velocity potential θ is related to the fluid velocity perturbation by v ≡ ∇θ. The hat onΦ indicates that it is a fully gauge-invariant Bardeen potential (Bardeen 1980) . The second equality above defines the gauge-invariant density perturbation ∆. Note that the second term in equation (3) causes ∆ to depart from the intuitive matter overdensity δ on near-horizon scales. However, since only gauge-invariant quantities are observable, we continue to work in terms of ∆.
We need our cosmological version of to represent a statistical average of the range of potentials present in the universe, as a function of redshift. To achieve this, we first consider the time-dependent average:
We express the gravitational potential in terms of its Fourier transform, simultaneously introducing a window function in k-space, W (k), to account for the fact that real experiments cannot access all wavemodes. This leads to (after evaluating one of the Fourier integrals):
Hereafter we will omit tildes from our notation, i.e. we use the same symbol for a variable and its Fourier transform. From the Fourier-space Poisson equation we obtain:
where P M (k, a) is the dimensionful power spectrum of the gauge-invariant density perturbation (∆), such that
and we have used the fact that, for a universe dominated by matter and a cosmological constant,
Substituting equation (7) into equation (6) results in:
For most choices of window function, the above expression will compress an experiment to a single value of . However, in order to illustrate the full extent of our parameter space that is probed by cosmological surveys, we will choose the simple window function W (k) = δ(ln k − ln k ) (note that this should be substituted in at the stage of equation 6). Then the above steps result in a function of both time and scale:
This is the expression we will use to determine the x-axis position of linear cosmological perturbations in Fig. 1 (see §3.4). More sophisticated window functions could be considered by those interested in a particular experiment. We also need to associate a measure of the Kretschmann scalar ( R αβγδ R αβγδ 1/2 ) to these same cosmological perturbations, as we did for astrophysical systems. However, we now encounter some new subtleties. Firstly, we must use a gauge-invariant quantity, as only these are observable (see the discussion following equation 4). Secondly, we will separate the Kretchmann scalar into a scale-independent 'background' contribution coming from the smooth Friedmann-RobinsonWalker (FRW) metric, and a scale-dependent piece associated to linear cosmological perturbations. That is, we write the Kretschmann scalar as
where the zeroth-order piece is
and Ξ is the perturbative piece of the Kretschmann scalar. In a manner analogous to equation (5), the final quantity we plot is the statistical average:
whereΞ is the gauge-invariant counterpart to Ξ. The zeroth-order contribution (0) K dominates over ξ cosmo considerably. For this reason we will plot them separately in the next section (see §3.4). The situation is analogous to that of the CMB temperature anisotropies, for which one generally ignores the temperature monopole of ∼2.725K, and instead study the fluctuations around it that are roughly five orders of magnitude smaller 11 . For the sake of brevity, we relegate the derivation of the full expression for ξ cosmo to Appendix A. We will show here only the final result, using the same window function as we did to derive equation (11):
where A(a) and B(a) are functions of time given in Appendix A, and cosmo is given by equation (11). Equations (11) and (15) are the expressions we will use to evaluate the gravitational fields probed by cosmological perturbations. In §4 we will discuss how, in practice, 11 Let us make it clear that the physical Kretschmann curvature that actually exists in the universe is K 0 + Ξ. However, we will see later that whether we plot the total K or just the perturbative Ξ makes little difference to Fig. 1 . these cosmological perturbations are themselves probed using galaxy surveys.
A PARAMETER SPACE FOR GRAVITATIONAL TESTS
Fig. 1 displays our parameter space for gravitational systems. The x-axis of this space corresponds to the potential (equation 1 or equation 11, as appropriate) and the y-axis corresponds to the curvature quantity ξ defined in equation (2) or equation (15).
Understanding the Parameter Space
The potential in gravitational systems accessible to observers is bounded by the presence of event horizons at 1 (we continue to neglect factors of order unity). This limit is shown as a vertical red line in Fig. 1 . In principle there is no limit on the maximum curvature accessible by observers, except perhaps the Planck limit, which lies many orders of magnitude above the bounds of the figure. However, the value of the cosmological constant in our universe defines a minimum curvature; this is indicated by the line labelled 'Lambda' in Fig. 1 , and described further in §3.4. Fig. 1 is overlaid with some physically meaningful contours. For example, test particles orbiting the same spherical mass M will lie on a curve of the form (using equations 1 and 2):
Equation (16) describes a straight line on our logarithmic axes, with an intercept determined by the central mass M . The contour corresponding to M = 1 M is shown in Fig. 1 (grey) . The innermost regions of galaxies can also be modelled as test particles orbiting the central black hole, and hence will also be represented by a series of parallel lines (see the description of the Milky Way and M87 curves in §3.3 below). In a similar manner, systems that probe the gravitational fields at a constant distance r away from central objects with differing masses follow curves of the form
The contour corresponding to r = 1 R is shown in Fig. 1 (grey). In simple Keplerian mechanics, which is adequate for non-relativistic astrophysical systems, the characteristic centripetal acceleration has magnitudeã = GM/r 2 . In terms of our potential and curvature quantifiers, a constant acceleration therefore corresponds to the curve
This represents a straight line of negative gradient in Fig. 1 . It is a well-known but poorly understood phenomenon that the need to introduce dark matter to explain galactic rotation curves and intra-cluster galaxy velocities coincides with a fixed acceleration scale of approximately 1.2 × 10 −10 ms −2 , which is roughly equivalent to the value of c × H 0 (Bekenstein 2004; Famaey & McGaugh 2012 and references therein). The contour corresponding to this particular acceleration scale is shown in Fig. 1 (orange, dashed) . Systems below-left of this acceleration scale cannot be modelled without adding a contribution to the gravitational field from unseen matter. This region of the parameter space is then problematic 12 for testing gravity theories, since here there is a degeneracy between two uncertain components of a cosmological model: dark matter and an effective dark energy (which could be due to real fields or corrections to General Relativity).
One final trend is worth noting before we move on to describing specific systems. The gravitational field inside 12 But not impossibly so, due to the different properties of dark energy and dark matter.
an isothermal sphere with a density profile
corresponds to a vertical line on the parameter space, since the potential (x-axis) parameter
is constant throughout the sphere. This is the reason why the galaxy cluster profiles and some of the individual galaxy profiles in Fig. 1 are approximately vertical (see also §3.3) -they represent nearly-virialized systems.
3.2. Stellar-Scale Objects We now place individual objects on the parameter space, beginning with some simple test-particle-in-orbittype systems. When evaluating the potential and curvature probed in these settings, we use the semi-major axis of the orbit, neglecting any eccentricities as well as gravitational interactions between multiple orbiting objects.
We also only need to consider the potential well of the dominant mass in the system under consideration. For example, we do not account for the potential well of the Galaxy when considering the potentials probed by planets orbiting the Sun. This is because only differences in potentials are measurable, and the potential profile of the Galaxy is (to all intents and purposes) constant over the Solar System. The merits and disadvantages of this approach are discussed further in §3.5. Fig. 1 and Table 3 in Appendix C show the data for the following astrophysical systems, evaluated using equations (1) and (2):
(i) The marker labelled 'satellite' at Φ ∼ 10 −9 indicates the field characteristics probed by a satellite experiment in a near-Earth orbit, such as Gravity Probe B (Everitt et al. 2011 ).
(ii) The points on the Solar System (SS) contour mark the gravitational fields probed by the local planets, treated as test particles in orbit around the Sun. As explained in §3.1, the points lie on a straight line because they orbit the same central mass. The non-negligible mass of Jupiter causes a small shift away from this straight line; the shift is not visible on the scale of this plot.
(iii) The lines labeled main sequence (MS) and white dwarfs (WD) mark the gravitational fields at the surfaces of these types of stars, for a typical range of masses. For the main sequence stars we used the calculated Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) masses and radii of the models in Schaller et al. (1992) , and for the white dwarfs we used the mass-radius relation tabulated in Glendenning (1996) .
(iv) The points labelled PSRs denote compact object binary systems in which at least one member is a pulsar. These points were calculated using the reduced mass and the semi-major axis of the binary as the relevant parameters in equations (1) and (2). Note that, interestingly, the curvature regime constrained by current measurements of compact object binaries coincides with the regime constrained by near-Earth satellites. Therefore we should not be surprised to find that General Relativity, which describes near-Earth motions so flawlessly, also seems to be perfectly adequate for the inspiral phase of these binaries.
Compact object binaries can further test a phenomenon common to many alternative gravity theories: violations of the Strong Equivalence Principle (SEP). If a new field coupling to the matter energy-momentum tensor is present, its profile over the binary members can depend strongly on their internal structure (Will 1993 (Will , 2006 . If the binary members have significantly different masses or compositions, they will experience different accelerations in an external gravitational field 13 . Attempts have been made to constrain this differential acceleration in the external gravitational field of the galaxy (Stairs et al. 2005; Gonzalez et al. 2011 ).
(v) The red points on the Milky Way (MW) contour mark the gravitational fields probed by the S stars orbiting close to the black hole Sagittarius A * . For these stars we used the orbital properties given in Table 7 of Gillessen et al. (2009) , assuming a central black hole mass of M = 4.3 × 10 6 M and a distance of D = 8.3 kpc.
(vi) The green points in the top right corner of Fig. 1 represent a population of stellar mass black holes. We use the dynamical mass measurements reported inÖzel et al. (2010), obtained from observations of transient low-mass X-ray binaries. ξ and are evaluated at the radius of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) for a Schwarzchild black hole 14 , as this is the smallest orbital radius from which we can obtain spectral information 15 .
(vii) The purple set of points on the far right of the plot represent supermassive black holes (SMBH), using mass measurements from Gültekin et al. (2009) and again evaluating the gravitational field at the ISCO. Note that these all lie below the extended contour of the Milky Way (dashed), which intersects the purple point corresponding to Sagittarius A * . This is a simple selection bias -reliable mass measurements are easiest to make for the most massive extragalactic black holes, where the dynamical broadening of emission lines (used as a mass indicator) is most pronounced.
Galaxies and Clusters
In contrast to the individual objects of §3.2, galaxies and clusters probe a range of gravitational potentials and curvatures. The strong-field regions near the central black holes of galaxies can be treated as approximate vacuum populated by orbiting test bodies (see point (v) above), and hence are represented as straight lines on our parameter space (see the discussion surrounding equation 16).
However, the high-resolution observations needed to characterize the central region of a galaxy are currently only available for the Milky Way and the nearby massive galaxies such as M87. For the case of the Milky Way, we calculated the gravitational potential and curvature near the central black hole using the mass profile inferred by Schödel et al. (2002) from the orbits of nearby stars, and smoothly connected it to the mass profile inferred by Dehnen & Binney (1998) from the Galactic rotation curve. Similarly, for M87 we used the mass profile inferred by Gebhardt & Thomas (2009) and smoothly connected it to the location of the event horizon of the 13 This should also lead to the emission of dipolar gravitational radiation, which does not occur in GR.
14 Recall that prefactors due to the rotation of the black hole are unimportant on the scale of our parameter space.
15 Direct imaging of the photon ring would enable one to probe down to 1.5 Schwarzchild radii for a maximally rotating black hole, see §4.2.
central black hole.
Note that the physical size of the central galactic regions for the Milky Way and M87 are disproportionately over-represented in Fig. 1 , because the curvature increases rapidly through many orders of magnitude there. Conversely, the (physically much larger) gradually-changing outer regions of the galaxies are represented by the non-straight sections of the MW and M87 lines at lower curvatures.
A further four lines in Fig. 1 (dark blue) indicate the approximate gravitational fields that can be tested using galaxies other than the Milky Way and M87, for which only the bulk/outer regions are observable. We show data for two typical spiral galaxies (rightmost dark blue lines) and two dwarf galaxies (leftmost dark blue lines). We use rotation curves from The HI Nearby Galactic Survey (THINGS; de Blok et al. 2009 ) and use the Keplerian scaling v 2 ∼ Φ ∼ GM/r to calculate the potential as a function of radius in these galaxies. The corresponding curvature at each radius is then simply related by a further factor of √ 48/r 2 (see equation 2). We can see that one of the spiral galaxies is predominantly virialized, as it maps to a vertical line (see the discussion surrounding equation 21). Interestingly, the two dwarf galaxies lie on and below the phenomenological acceleration-scale contour discussed in §3.1, which roughly delineates where dark matter becomes a significant component of gravitational systems. It is wellknown that the inferred mass-to-light ratios of dwarf galaxies are particularly large (Walker 2013 ). This feature is borne out visually in the parameter space of Fig. 1 .
Three red lines in Fig. 1 represent the galaxy clusters Abel 689, Abel 2219, and Abel 2261. Their mappings onto our parameter space were calculated in a manner entirely analogous to the galaxies, using the mass profiles inferred by Rines et al. (2013) . The curves are predominantly vertical, again reflecting the largely virial nature of clusters.
We highlight that galaxy clusters have the unique property that they routinely cross the acceleration-scale contour. That is, their outskirts are strongly dark-matter dominated, but their cores are not. This makes them a potential testbed for non-standard dark matter theories; one might look for a evidence of a novel transition regime within them (Lam et al. 2012 ).
Cosmological Quantities
Placing cosmological systems on Fig. 1 requires a more subtle treatment than that of the previous subsections. We will make a split between the homogeneous cosmological background, described by the single function H(η), and the evolution of linear perturbations within the universe.
Background. Because the unperturbed FRW metric is isotropic, the unperturbed Kretschmann scalar does not contain any gradient terms; it is a function of time only. For convenience we repeat it here:
We can use this quantity to assign a y-axis parameter to the homogeneous universe. Since a potential quantifies the difference between perturbations and a background, we cannot assign a quantity to an unperturbed FRW metric. Hence we plot the curvature of the homogeneous universe as a horizontal line in Fig. 1 . The quantity (0) ξ cosmo moves vertically downwards as the universe expands and the conformal Hubble rate drops; the magenta lines in Fig. 1 shows its value at a few key epochs. The uppermost magenta line shows (0) ξ cosmo at the time of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), which -like the spin-down rates of binary pulsar systems discussed previously -coincides with the curvature scale probed by near-Earth and solar satellites. It is sometimes asserted that theories of modified gravity in the early universe are extremely tightly constrained by the success of our model of BBN (e.g. Kneller & Steigman 2003) . If corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action are curvature-dependent then this argument does not apply: we should not be surprised that a description of gravity that works extremely well in the Solar System is also perfectly adequate for predicting the abundances of light elements (Santiago et al. 1997) .
In a similar vein, the lowest magenta line labelled 'Lambda' represents the curvature of a FRW universe completely dominated by the cosmological constant. The value of (0) ξ cosmo for the present universe sits a very small distance above the lambda line, because pressureless matter is not yet completely subdominant to the cosmological constant. The universe will asymptote towards the lambda line in the future, and this represents a fundamental minimum curvature scale. Clearly a universe with a different value of the cosmological constant would have a different minimum curvature.
The middle magenta line labelled 'last scattering' represents the value of (0) ξ cosmo at z 1100; the location of the CMB on the parameter space will be discussed shortly.
Three important lines (nearly) intersect in the lower right-hand corner of the plot: the phenomenological acceleration scale, the lambda line, and the horizon boundary. This is an incidental manifestation of the coincidence problem, as follows: recall from §3.1 that the phenomenological value of the acceleration scale below which we need to invoke the existence of dark matter is roughly coincident with the value of c × H 0 . This acceleration scale then determines Ω CDM , which together with H 0 determines Ω Λ (via the Friedmann equation).
Because Ω CDM and Ω Λ are of comparable size today, the lambda line and acceleration line intersect. Since the naive 'Schwarchild radius of the universe' 16 is roughly c/H 0 , it is no surprise to find that these three components converge in the lower right of the plot.
Perturbations. Most observables of interest in cosmology depend on perturbations of the spacetime, for example, galaxy clustering, galaxy weak lensing, the CMB and CMB lensing. Information about the amplitudes and scales of density perturbations in the universe is encapsu-16 One can perform an extremely naive calculation that treats the universe as a sphere with uniform density 3M 2 P H 2 0 , and radius R U ∼ c/H 0 (based only on dimensional arguments and characteristic quantities). This leads to the conclusion that the Schwarzchild radius of the universe -if one could define such a thing -is its own horizon scale, c/H 0 . Hence horizon scales are inherently relativistic. lated in the matter power spectrum (Tojeiro et al. 2014 ). In §2.3 and Appendix A we explain how to quantify the potentials and curvatures probed by these density perturbations in terms of our parameters cosmo (k, a) and ξ cosmo (k, a). We will use only the linear matter power spectrum, which clearly is not accurate at small scales 17 . The cyan curve in Fig. 1 (lower section, solid) represents the perturbative piece of the Kretschmann curvature, shown here at redshift z = 0. Note that to obtain the y-axis values of this curve we have subtracted the zeroth-order contribution due to the homogeneous expanding universe, (0) ξ cosmo (a), because otherwise the perturbations would be imperceptible on the diagram. Recall our statement from §2 that this is conceptually analogous to the study of CMB temperature fluctuations: the temperature monopole of ∼ 2.725K is subtracted, and the perturbations about this mean temperature are studied.
As density perturbations collapse they shrink in physical size and deepen in amplitude, increasing the cosmo and ξ cosmo values that they probe. This means that cosmological perturbations which have decoupled from the background expansion move upwards in Fig. 1 . Perturbations which have not yet decoupled will be dragged overall downwards by the decreasing value of
The 'knee' in the cyan curve corresponds to the turnover in the matter power spectrum, with large distance scales to the right of the knee (note that P M (k) gets 'flipped' horizontally with respect to standard plots of the power spectrum, when mapped onto our parameter space). The Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) can just about be discerned to the left of the knee. The largest scales asymptote to a potential value of ∼ 10 −5 , in agreement with the amplitude of fluctuations seen in the CMB. Having entered the cosmological horizon only recently, these perturbations have had little time to evolve from their 'frozen' super-horizon values (Peacock et al. 1990 ).
Cosmic Microwave Background. The angular scales and amplitudes of the first few CMB peaks have been measured to high precision by the experiments WMAP and Planck (Bennett et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) . To determine the implications of these measurements for our parameter space, we need to assign scale-dependent and ξ parameters to the spectrum of potential wells present during the recombination era. Although we introduced similar quantities earlier in this subsection and in Appendix A, the derivation there made use of the matter power spectrum to provide information about clustering on different scales. As such, those quantifiers were appropriate for tests of gravity using largescale structure at late times (e.g. growth statistics and weak lensing).
At the time of recombination, when little structure formation has occurred, it is more appropriate to glean scale-dependent information from the primordial power spectrum laid down during inflation. It is also more helpful to work in terms of angular modes than in wavenum-bers k; we can then straightforwardly extract information relevant to the CMB peaks by evaluating our expression at 222, 537, 816 . . ., i.e. the -values of the first few CMB peaks. Our derivation assumes that the primordial power spectrum has a power-law form, but is otherwise independent of the specific details of the inflationary mechanism.
The derivation of and ξ for the CMB peaks is presented in Appendix B. Here we will show only the final results (Ξ was defined in equation 12):
where
P 0 (k) is the primordial power spectrum and j (x) are the spherical Bessel functions, and the normalized visibility function g vis (η) is peaked at the epoch of recombination. Through this choice of window function we are focussing on primary anisotropies. Secondary anisotropies induced by, e.g. the Intergrated Sachs-Wolfe effect and CMB lensing, do not significantly impact Fig. 1 . The green markers in Fig. 1 (lower middle) show the results of the calculations for the first four CMB peaks, evaluated using Planck 2013 cosmological parameters. Their location agrees with expectations based on extrapolating the cyan curve of the matter power spectrum (see earlier in this subsection) to higher redshifts.
However, the coincidence of the CMB points with the gravitational fields of galaxies and clusters is (perhaps) unexpected. It suggests that if we wish to stringently test for deviations from ΛCDM+GR, simply picking seemingly very different phenomena -such as galactic rotation curves and the CMB -is insufficient. We need to think more carefully to ensure that we are not in fact always testing gravity in the same few regimes.
The observant reader may note that the CMB peak points sit above the phenomenological acceleration scale. In §3.1 we stated that it was below this line that dark matter becomes highly relevant; yet dark matter is essential for correct modelling of the CMB temperature power spectrum. The simple explanation for this is that the phenomenological acceleration scale shown in Fig. 1 uses today's Hubble constant, i.e. it is c H 0 . If we plotted the acceleration scale c H(z = 1100), the CMB peaks would lie below it. In any case, until we have a better understanding of the nature of dark matter, the extrapolation of this phenomenological acceleration scale to earlier epochs is a largely speculative exercise.
Before concluding this subsection, it is worth highlighting that the CMB peaks and the horizontal BBN and last scattering lines are probes of gravitational fields at early cosmological times. Many alternative theories of gravity are deliberately constructed to deviate from GR at late times in the universe. So, although GR has effectively been tested at fields of { , ξ} {10 −12 , 10 −29 } (by the successes of BBN models) at early epochs, we cannot claim to have tested this location of the parameter space in the late-time universe.
A Note of Caution
Placing all gravitational systems in the universe on a single diagram is made difficult by the dynamic range involved. The satellite experiments, planets, stars and binary pulsars we use to test gravity all sit inside the Milky Way 18 , and make only tiny perturbations to the potential profile of the galaxy. One could argue, then, that all of these systems should simply be placed at a potential of ∼ 10 −6 (the approximate value of in the outer parts of the Galaxy). However, this would lead to a very unilluminating plot.
We have avoided this problem by considering each astrophysical system in isolation. That is, we consider the planets moving in the potential of the Sun and take the metric to be Minkowskian at larger distances, ignoring the presence of the Galaxy. This is acceptable because the Galactic potential varies negligibly over the scale of the Solar System, so it becomes a constant, unmeasurable 'zero-point' contribution. Similarly, for near-Earth satellite experiments we consider the satellites to be test particles orbiting the Earth and ignore the gravitational field of the Sun.
One could draw an analogy with the manner in which a cosmological overdensity with wavelength greater than the horizon ceases to be regarded as a perturbation, and instead simply shifts the mean matter density of the observable universe.
It is for this reason that the satellite experiment point (ξ ∼ 10 −27 ) does not sit on the Solar System (SS) line of points (dark blue circles). Similarly, the S stars have a dual presence on the Main Sequence curve (MS, red curve).
One disadvantage of this approach is that it might render our gravitational parameter space unsuitable for analyzing some kinds of screening mechanisms in alternative theories of gravity. For example, in theories that exhibit chameleon screening, one expects systems with a gravitational potential Φ 10 −6 to be screened (Jain & VanderPlas 2011; Jain et al. 2013) i.e., deviations from GR become suppressed there. The chameleon mechanism is thought to be sensitive to the total gravitational potential present, including background contributions. If this is true, then the planets of our Solar System should be screened by the surrounding potential of the Galaxy, even though on our plot they sit at potentials smaller than = 10 −6 . The goal of this paper is to unify tests of GR, and Fig. 1 is consistent with these aims. It is quite possible that a different choice of axes (perhaps vs. a measure of mean density) would lead to a parameter space more suitable for screening applications.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF GRAVITY
Thus far we have developed a framework for teasing apart different gravitational fields that exist in the uni-verse. The next natural questions to ask are: which of these gravitational fields have been probed experimentally to date? Which might we hope to measure in the near future? For observers, such regions are of interest to ensure that constraints on deviations from ΛCDM+GR are watertight, with all bases checked. For model-building theorists, these remaining regions should provide guidance for the kinds of gravity theories that are still viable. Fig. 2 indicates the regions of our gravitational parameter space probed by different experiments; note that the majority of the curves shown represent future experiments. Notice also that different experiments probe different aspects of gravitational fields, e.g. the gravitational wave experiments probe the dynamics of spin-2 perturbations, the CMB and galaxy surveys probe the dynamics of spin-0 perturbations, and laboratory tests generally probe static gravitational fields. It is possible for deviations from GR to be manifest in one of these situations but not in others. For example, the Kerr solution is common to many theories of gravity , but the dynamics of spin-2 perturbations about the Kerr solution are not .
Below we will explain the specifics of the boundaries/points plotted, but let us first summarize the significant implications of this diagram.
The most striking feature of Fig. 2 is that there is a 'desert' between curvatures of ∼ 10 −38 − 10 −50 cm −2 , where there are no tests of GR. Comparing to Fig. 1 , we see that there is a distinct shortage of gravitational systems with which to test these fields. The only systems spanning the untested window, in theory, are galaxies: the desert straddles the region where their rotation curves transition from the inner Schwarzchild-like orbits dominated by the central black hole to the outer regions dominated by dark matter. Unfortunately, for anything except the Milky Way and M87, we can only observe the outer regions due to resolution limits 19 . Furthermore, the untested desert sits between a region where GR is extremely well-constrained (the Solar System, binary pulsars, etc.) to the 'problem area' at the bottom of the plot, where dark matter and dark energy are invoked to fit observations. An alternative to invoking dark energy is that within this untested desert there exists a transition scale marks the onset of corrections to GR (Baker et al. 2014) .
The PPN formalism (see §4.4 for details) tests the form of the metric when expanded in powers of Φ ∼ v 2 /c 2 . As such, it is designed to test along the x-axis direction of our parameter space, but has relatively little power to probe the y-axis direction. Needless to say, this is why cosmological modified gravity is not ruled out by Solar System constraints, even in the absence of an explicit screening mechanism. At least in the quantification scheme developed here, the relevant gravitational fields are separated by many, many orders of magnitude in curvature. This leaves ample room for new physics to come into play. 4.1. Cosmology Galaxy Surveys. In the lower section of the figure we indicate the regions probed by two future galaxy clustering surveys. In green we consider a next-generation 'stage 4' space-based survey of the kind envisaged by the Dark Energy Task Force (Albrecht et al. 2006) , labelled DETF4. In blue, we consider a futuristic 'Facility stage' ground-based radio interferometer of the kind considered by Bull et al. (2014) , capable of mapping nearly the full sky out to very high redshifts.
Each survey is delineated by two lines, whose separation is set by the survey redshift range. We used equations (11) and (15) to plot the minimum and maximum k-values for each experiment, where the minimum k is set by the size of the survey and the maximum k is chosen to cut off before nonlinearities become dominant (the value chosen varies somewhat in the literature for the different experiments). We have also plotted a point of k 0.05 h Mpc −1 , corresponding to the approximate position of the turnover in the matter power spectrum. The bent shape of these survey regions reflects the shape of the matter power spectrum shown in Fig. 1 (cyan curve). Table 1 shows the values used. In addition, we have added a point to represent recent measurements of the BAO feature (Anderson et al. 2014) .
Although the extent of the parameter space probed by cosmology is small, we stress that this is one of the most crucial regions of the plot. Indeed, it is only via cosmology that we are able to access the ultra-low curvatures where the problematic dark sector(s) are completely dominant.
The Cosmic Microwave Background. The green dashed region in Fig. 2 denotes the constraints from the ESA Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) . This corresponds to the location of the peaks in the CMB temperature power spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1 . The contour has been extended to slightly smaller potentials than indicated in Fig. 1 to incorporate -values beyond the first four peaks (note that, analogous to the matter power spectrum, the largest scales of the CMB are at the right-hand end of the Planck region).
We remind the reader of the comment made at the end of §3.4: that the primordial CMB anisotropies probe gravity at a different cosmological time to most of the other curves on the parameter space. To test timedependent modifications to gravity 20 , one might wish to add a third axis to the plot, indicating the redshift at which a test of gravity takes place. The constraints shown in Fig. 2 would then occupy volumes in this threedimensional parameter space. A theory-specific deviation from GR would also carve out a volume of this space, as a function of redshift. The question of interest would be the extent of intersection between this volume and those of the gravity tests.
Galactic-Scale Tests of Gravity
Tidal Streams. With the 2013 launch of the ESA Gaia mission (Perryman et al. 2001 ), we will soon be in possession of much-improved data on the orbits and extents of several tidal streams of the Milky Way, which act as probes of the Galactic density profile. The sophisticated orbit modelling applied to Gaia data (e.g. Binney 2005 ) requires a gravity theory as an input to calculate precise relativistic effects.
We are not currently aware of any initiatives to test GR with Gaia's tidal stream data; however, they provide an opportunity to probe a severely under-populated region of the gravity parameter space at late cosmological times (see Peñarrubia et al. 2012 for related ideas). On Fig. 2 we have drawn a line to indicate the range of potentials and curvatures that could be probed using tidal streams, using the smallest pericentre distance of 14 kpc (belonging to the GD-1 stream) and the largest apocentre of 90 kpc (belonging to the Orphan stream, see Newberg et al. 2009; Law & Majewski 2010; Koposov et al. 2010 ). We have not plotted separate lines for each tidal stream be-20 To give a very simple example (not necessarily the bestmotivated one), think of 'freezing' or 'thawing' quintessence models (see Tsujikawa 2013 and references therein). In these theories the time-dependence of deviations from GR comes from a specific choice of potential for the scalar field. In this case the deviations are not directly dependent on the ambient Kretschmann curvature.
cause they would be indistinguishable on the scale of the diagram. The labels 'A' and 'P' indicate the apocentre and pericentre respectively.
Our estimates here are approximate because we have not accounted for the non-sphericity of the Milky Way. Neither have we used an accurate density profile to calculate the fraction of the Milky Way's mass interior to the orbits. The effects of both these corrections is likely to be negligible given the logarithmic axes of the figure.
The Event Horizon Telescope. The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) is a network of millimetre and submillimetre telescopes being used for Very Long Baseline Interferometery (VLBI) to directly image supermassive black holes at the centre of galaxies. The prime targets of the EHT are Sagitarius A * and M87, for which early observations have shown that the size of their emitting regions at a wavelength of 1.3 mm is comparable to their corresponding Schwarzschild radii (Doeleman et al. 2008 (Doeleman et al. , 2012 . Future observations will reveal the 'shadows' of the black holes against a bright photon ring (that lies at 1.5 Schwarzchild radii for a non-rotating black hole). Naturally the EHT can study other central black holes as well, but not at sufficient resolution to directly image the event horizon.
Two blue markers to the right-hand side of Fig. 2 show the gravitational fields probed by these observations of Sgr A * and M87. They lie to the right of the yellow LOFT+Athena points (to be discussed shortly), which were evaluated at the ISCO (3 R S ). Neglecting the effects of rotation is an acceptable simplification for the purposes of this paper. Note that the ELT S stars line (purple), when extended, would reach the Sgr A * point, as expected for a constant mass contour (see §3.1).
The blue bounded region on the mid-right of Fig. 2 shows the gravitational fields probed by other EHT sources. This region was determined by using mass and redshift estimates for the sources, and calculating the expected resolution of the EHT at that redshift in units of the Schwarzchild radius of the black hole. For example, the resolution of the EHT at 4.4 Mpc is ∼ 15 times larger than the event horizon of Centaurus A, based on a mass estimate of ∼ 3×10 8 M (Johannsen et al. 2012) . Hence for Centaurus A we evaluate and ξ (equations 1 and 2) at 15 R S from the black hole. This is why the EHT region extends to the left of the LOFT+Athena region: the fields probed by the EHT are at greater distances from the central source. Fig. 2 bears a line marked 'ELT S stars', which represent improved observations of stars in close orbits around Sgr A * with a next-generation large telescope (anticipated aperture ∼ 30m). The calculation of these points is analogous to the S stars discussed in §3.2. The range of pericentres was taken from the simulations of Weinberg et al. (2005) .
S Stars
The PPN Regime
Arguably the most stringent tests of GR to date are those made using the Parameterized Post-Newtonian formalism (PPN), a long-established framework for testing weak-field gravity on small scales 21 (Will 2006 and references therein) . PPN proceeds as an expansion of the metric about a Newtonian background in terms of small quantities of order Φ ∼ v 2 /c 2 , where the expansion terms describe corrections to Newtonian gravity. The formalism delivers a set of ten convenient parameters quantifying different physical effects that could potentially indicate deviations from GR.
Of these ten parameters, one of the most commonly discussed is denoted by γ. Loosely speaking, γ quantifies how responsive the curvature of spacetime is to mass. The tightest constraint on γ to date comes from measurements of the Shapiro time delay effect by the Cassini spacecraft, and stands at |γ − 1| = (2.1 ± 2.3) × 10 −5 (Bertotti et al. 2008) . The parameter γ has also been constrained from the gravitational lensing of radio sources by the Sun (Shapiro et al. 2004) .
The next foreseeable improvement in constraints on γ is expected to come from the ESA Gaia experiment introduced in §4.2. Using Gaia's highly precise astrometric data to measure light deflection by both the Sun and Jupiter, constraints as tight as |γ − 1| 5 × 10 −7 might be possible (Perryman et al. 2001) 22 . Drawing together the results above, we have marked on Fig. 2 the approximate region of our parameter space to which the PPN formalism has been applied. The four purple points (filled circles) mark, clockwise from the uppermost, the Gaia lensing constraint, the Double Pulsar, the Sun and tests performed using satellites in the Solar System. Note that Jupiter effectively appears twice: the uppermost purple point marks the gravitational fields close to the surface of Jupiter, as probed by the Gaia lensing measurement. The lowermost purple point marks the conditions near the mid-and outer planets, when considered as test particles moving in the gravitational field of the Sun. This regime is probed by the transmission of signals between satellites in the outer parts of Solar System and Earth 23 . Though not strictly an application of PPN, we have used laboratory experiments ( §4.5) as a sensible boundary for the minimum potentials that have been stringently tested -hence the extension of the PPN region to the x-axis.
Laboratory Tests of Gravity
A number of gravity theories predict the gravitational force law to deviate from the Newtonian 1/r 2 dependence at short scales (see Adelberger et al. 2003 and references therein) . Laboratory experiments have been performed that aim to constrain deviations of the force law between two masses m 1 and m 2 , parameterized in 21 The coordinate system used in PPN requires that the metric is Minkowskian at large distances from the system in question, see p92 of Will (2006) . This choice implies that the system is small enough that cosmological expansion can be ignored. (Of course, it is recognized that the PPN coordinates must ultimately match onto the cosmological solution at even larger distances).
22 There is some uncertainty over the precise bound at present, due to a stray light problem found during the commissioning phase of Gaia.
23 The classic example is measurements of the Shapiro time delay (Shapiro 1964; Bertotti et al. 2008) , though in that case most of the delay is accrued when the photons are passing close to the Sun.
terms of a Yukawa potential,
Constraints are placed on the strength parameter α at a given experimental length scale λ (see Fig. 4 of Yang et al. 2012) . Kapner et al. (2007) found that any new gravitationalstrength force (|α| 1) must have an interaction length λ ≤ 56µm). This constraint was obtained using an Eöt-Wash experiment to measure the gravitational acceleration between two large disks of mass density ρ = 10.3 kg m −3 and thickness h = 1 mm. In Newtonian theory the gravitational acceleration between the two disks becomes independent of their separation at short distances, and is given approximately by a Eot = 2πGρh 4.3 × 10 −10 cm s −2 .
Hence the corresponding potential and curvature probed by this experiment are:
Due to the very small value of Eot , we indicate this experiment by a marker labelled 'Inv. Sq' on the y-axis of Fig. 2 . Burrage et al. (2014) have recently proposed a different laboratory test of gravity, specifically designed to place constraints on the chameleon screening mechanism. They propose to use atom interferometry to measure the difference in gravitational potential felt by atoms that travel different paths in a gravitational field. In a vacuum chamber of the correct size these atoms would be unscreened, so any gravitational fifth forces would contribute to the potential they experience.
The region of our parameter space that this experiment probes can be simply estimated using equations (1) and (2). For a chamber of ∼ 10cm diameter and a central source mass of density ρ ∼ 1g cm −3 and radius 1cm, the relevant values are atom 3.1 × 10 −29 and ξ atom 2.2 × 10 −30 . Similar to the inverse square law tests, this experiment is marked as a point on the y-axis of Fig. 2 .
Further recent work related to laboratory tests of chameleon screening can be found in Brax & Davis (2014) .
Gravitational Waves
Interferometers. The planned AdLIGO and eLISA experiments have the potential to make the first direct detections of gravitational waves (Aasi et al. 2013; AmaroSeoane et al. 2013) . The AdLIGO detector is due to come online in 2015, and is frequency-optimized to detect gravitational waves emitted during the final stages of the inspiral and coalescence of compact object binaries. The space-based eLISA mission is scheduled for launch in 2034, and is sensitive to gravitational waves from the coalescence of supermassive black holes.
To determine the precise region of our parameter space that AdLIGO and eLISA probe, we make use of the inspiral horizon distance, defined by The LIGO Scientific Collaboration & The Virgo Collaboration (2012). Normally used as an indicator of instrument performance, the inspiral horizon distance measures the maximum distance at which the coalescence of an equal-mass compact object binary could be cleanly detected (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR 8). The quantitative definition of the inspiral horizon distance folds in information about both the expected waveform of the coalescence and the frequencydependent sensitivity of the interferometer:
where D IHD is the inspiral horizon distance, S n (f ) is the power spectral density of the noise in the detector (in units of Hz −1 ) and M is the chirp mass of the binary, related to the reduced mass µ and the total mass M T by
The frequency f low in equation (31) is the low-frequency limit at which the detector noise becomes problematic (∼ 10 Hz for AdLIGO and ∼ 10 −5 Hz for eLISA); f high will be defined momentarily.
We will manipulate this definition of D IHD for our purposes. Rather than a distance measure, what we are seeking is a relationship between potential and Kretschmann curvature for systems detectable by AdLIGO and eLISA. Therefore we will set D IHD to be a typical source distance for these experiments (we use 12 Mpc for AdLIGO and 2 Gpc for eLISA) and use equation (31) to find a relation between and ξ for gravitational waves. Note that we are applying the inspiral horizon distance statistic to eLISA, though it was originally introduced for groundbased experiments. The implicit assumption here is that, to leading order, the shape of the signal produced by the coalescence of supermassive black holes (eLISA sources) is similar to that of stellar mass coalescences (AdLIGO sources), just shifted to lower frequencies.
First we rearrange equation (31) to:
where we have considered an equal-mass binary system, made use of equation (32), and bundled up some of the constants as
Close to one of the binary companions, we can take the Schwarzchild expressions for and ξ to hold at leading order. Formally, we should use the formalism of Buonanno & Damour (1999) to map the binary dynamics onto an effective one-body problem, and use the appropriate reduced mass quantities in our expressions. However, maintaining our policy of neglecting coefficients of order unity, we will ignore these factors here. We combine equations (1) and (2) to obtain an expression for the orbital radius:
Then dividing equation (33) by equation (35), we obtain
Finally, rearranging for : 
All that remains is to choose the upper limit of the frequency integral. During the inspiral phase of a binary, the instantaneous gravitational wave frequency is twice the instantaneous orbital frequency, which means that it can be (approximately) related to the Kretchmann curvature as
We use the above expression to convert the frequency range of each experiment into a range of ξ. We then consider each ξ in this range in turn, plugging it into equation (37) and setting the upper limit in the integral to be the corresponding f given by equation (38); this yields a range of values. Effectively, we are calculating the total integrated signal an inspiralling system will have accumulated in the detector during its evolution up to that frequency (since frequency increases as the inspiral progresses). The results of our calculations are shown in the solid bands labelled 'AdLIGO' and 'eLISA' in Fig. 2 . Events detected with SNR > 8 occupy the area to the right of the solid bands; hence these parts of the parameter space can be probed. The upper limit of the potentials probed corresponds to conditions reached at the ISCO. The Kretschmann curvatures that can be probed is set by the frequency range of the experiments via equation (38).
The shape of the detector sensitivity function of AdLIGO and eLISA is the reason for the bow-like shape of the solid curves. Once the value of f high exceeds the frequency of peak detector sensitivity the integral in equation (37) stays roughly constant, so that we have a curve with the approximate form ξ ∝ Φ 3 . This is why the solid bands tend to straight lines in their upper regions.
We note that the eLISA region only encapsulates about half of the SMBH points. This is due to the design changes from the original LISA mission concept (which would have covered nearly all the SMBH points) to eLISA, which has shorter interferometer arms and hence is sensitive to higher frequencies. However, from the perspective of Fig. 2 this design change is unproblematic: the eLISA region still bridges the PPN region and the strong-field AdLIGO region, giving a more complete coverage of the parameter space.
Pulsar Timing Arrays. The passage of a gravitational wave between Earth and a pulsar will induce a shift in the pulse arrival time. By measuring correlated shifts within a network of pulsars, pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) aim to detect gravitational waves via this effect. Millisecond pulsars are used because they suffer smaller intrinsic timing irregularities.
Three such pulsar monitoring networks are currently operation: the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array (Hobbs et al. 2009 ), the European Pulsar Timing Array (Ferdman et al. 2010) , the North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (Jenet et al. 2009 ), with future plans to combine all three networks to form the International Pulsar Timing Array (Hobbs et al. 2010) .
Due to the different detection method, it is not possible to apply the expressions we used for AdLIGO and eLISA to PTAs (note that equation 31 required knowledge of the interferometer noise curve S n (f ), which is not appropriate for a PTA). Development of rigorous and ξ statistics for PTAs is beyond the scope of this paper; instead, we will settle for approximate numbers, as follows. We take the characteristic frequency range of PTAs to be 10 −9 −10 −6 Hz, and use equation (38) to convert this into a range of curvature. We then use equation (16) to calculate the corresponding range of potentials for a constant central mass M . We take the value of M to be 10 9 M , representative of a large SMBH. Note that, as justified below equation (34), we are using the expressions for an isolated body as a leading-order approximation.
The resulting ranges of potentials and curvature are = {6.2 × 10 −4 , 0.062} and ξ = {7.6 × 10 −34 , 7.6 × 10 −28 } cm −2 . These are indicated by the shaded grey square in Fig. 2 ; we see that the PTA constraints sit slightly below-left of the SMBH points. This is commensurate with their prime target being the stochastic background of gravitational waves from unresolved sources at cosmological distances. SMBH binaries contributing to the stochastic background are likely to be at earlier phases of their inspiral than the eLISA sources 24 , and hence probe weaker potentials and curvatures. See Moore et al. (2014) for a useful visualization tool of gravitational wave sources and detectors.
Primordial Gravitational Waves. Finally on gravitational waves, one may well ask what implications the BICEP2 results ) have for our parameter space, if they were found to be genuinely primordial. Using equation (22), the Kretschman curvature around the time of inflation is so many orders of magnitude greater than anything else considered in this paper (∼ 10 55 cm −2 ), that we cannot sensibly mark a BICEP2 feature on our plots.
X-Ray Timing Experiments
A number of high-energy phenomena have been used to measure masses and spins of accreting neutron stars and black holes. These include quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) of their X-ray flux (van der Klis 2000, Remillard & McClintock 2006 and references therein), relativisti-24 Recall that the SMBH points in Fig. 1 were plotted by evaluating the gravitational fields that exist on the ISCO.
cally broadened iron lines (e.g. Miller 2007) , as well as thermal emission from the innermost regions of the accretion disks (McClintock et al. 2014) . All of these phenomena depend on, and can provide a measurement of, the locations of the ISCOs of compact objects, though interpreting the data requires complex modelling.
The three phenomena listed above can be used as tests of GR, provided that the quality of data is high enough to allow astrophysical uncertainties to be corrected for. For example, measurements of different kinds of oscillatory modes in accretion disks -manifest as modulations of QPOs -can allow several multipoles of the spacetime to be disentangled (Johannsen & Psaltis 2011 Bambi & Barausse 2011) .
Planned X-ray experiments such as the Large Observatory For Timing (LOFT; Feroci et al. 2014) and Athena+ (Nandra 2014; scheduled to launch in 2028) should be able to make these measurements for black holes with masses ranging from ∼ 5 M to several billions of solar masses. The yellow bounding box in the upper right of Fig. 2 marks the region probed by these X-ray experiments, where the rightmost boundary is the Schwarzchild radius (R S ) and the lefthand boundary marks 10 R S . Distances greater than 10 R S become difficult to probe, because the relativistic broadening of the ∼ 6.5 keV Kα line cannot be disentangled from other astrophysical effects on its intrinsic width. The circles themselves mark the potential and curvature at 3 R S (the ISCO for a Schwarzchild black hole) for the same objects as in Fig. 1 . Accounting for the spin of the black hole will shift these points by factors of order unity.
The Triple System
The recent discovery of a millisecond pulsar in the three-body system J0337+1715 (Ransom et al. 2014) presents the possibility for testing gravity in the most extreme strong-field conditions to date. The system J0337+1715 consists of a millisecond pulsar and white dwarf in a near-circular binary with radius of order 3 × 10 6 km, whilst a second white dwarf orbits the binary at a distance of ∼ 1 AU. The large masses of all three bodies lead to significant orbital interactions and relativistic effects.
In particular, the triple system offers the opportunity for sensitive tests of the strong equivalence principle (SEP). The mechanism is identical to that described for binary pulsars in §3.2. However, SEP-violating effects should be much stronger in the triple system because the external gravitational field, here provided by the outer orbiting white dwarf, is ∼ 6 − 7 orders of magnitude stronger than in the binary pulsar case.
The sensitivity of SEP tests to the structure of a body means that, arguably, the triple system J0337+1715 provides an opportunity to test gravitational fields inside a neutron star. This extends our parameter space upwards beyond the boundaries of Fig. 2 , and closer to Φ = 1 than any other system. To find the exact values reached would require detailed calculations involving models for the neutron star equation of state, which are beyond the scope of the current paper. We will settle for estimating the potential and curvature at the surface of the pulsar in J0337+1715 (using the mass determined by Ransom et al. (2014) and a typical radius of ∼ 12km -upper pink filled circle in Fig. 2 ). The nearby arrows indicate possible extension of the constraints.
CONCLUSIONS
It is tempting to think that, thanks to the endeavours of the cosmological, astrophysical and laboratory communities, viable modifications of General Relativity are being squeezed into ever-tighter and more baroque corners of theory-space. The natural end result of this process, assuming that no deviations from GR+ΛCDM are detected, would be to abandon the idea of modified gravity and redirect attention towards the remaining (admittedly problematic) explanations of the dark energy problem 25 . The representation of a 'gravity parameter space' constructed in this paper suggests that we are not yet at this stage. By constructing Fig. 1 , the theoretical parameter space, we have found examples of unrelated phenomena that unexpectedly probe gravitational fields in the regime. For example, Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and the inspiral of binary pulsars would usually be considered as complementary tests of gravity, confirming that GR is correct both on cosmological scales at early times and on small scales at late times. In contrast, the work presented here suggests that, since they probe the same set of potentials and curvatures, combining information from BBN and pulsars does not necessarily lead to more comprehensive constraints on gravity. There is a similar pairing between the peaks of the CMB temperature power spectrum and the physics of galaxy clusters.
Furthermore, although the theoretical parameter space is densely populated, the experimental version (Fig. 2) is much less so. Many of the curves shown there depict expectations for future experiments rather than data available at present.
A key result of this paper has been to highlight a substantial weakness in our current constraints on gravity, namely the 'curvature desert' visible in Fig. 2 . The only astrophysical systems with which we can probe this region are the interiors of galaxies; however, with our present level of understanding, the highly complex baryonic processes inside galaxies are likely degenerate with any subtle gravitational effects. The work carried out in this paper strongly motivates further investigation of precision tests of gravity on galactic and cluster scales in future, e.g. with data from the Gaia satellite.
In Table 2 we attempt to convey a sense of the difficulty of making the required measurements, by interpreting the upper and lower boundaries of the curvature desert in a number of different physical ways. For example, the lower desert boundary of ξ ≈ 10 −50 cm −2 is equivalent the curvature an observer would experience due to a small asteroid (< 1 km in radius) at a distance of 1 AU in an otherwise vacuum spacetime 26 . Alternatively, this is the curvature due to the sun an observer would experience from a distance of ∼ 3 × 10 5 AU, roughly the distance of Alpha Centauri, our nearest star. Clearly it is very difficult to obtain clean probes of these tiny effects.
25
For example, inhomogeneous cosmologies or multiverse/landscape-related ideas.
26 Perhaps a slightly more human-friendly analogy would be placing the population of planet Earth at the distance of Jupiter. Many thanks to S. Wilkins for this observation. Note. -Column 2 is the density needed for a uniform sphere to have the curvature in column 1 on its surface (the radius of the sphere is not needed). Column 3 is obtained by straightforwardly interpreting √ ξ as an inverse length, with appropriate unit conversions. Columns 4 and 5 are obtained using equation (2) and solving for the appropriate quantity.
It is striking that the desert sits between the stringently-tested and fully-understood regime of the Solar System, and the problem area where both dark matter and the dark energy sector come into play. If a screening mechanism shields the Solar System from non-GR effects, the curvature desert is the natural place for the transition from screened to unscreened behaviour to occur.
Alternatively, one might argue that Fig. 2 calls into doubt the need for a screening mechanism at all. Consider a modified gravity theory in which the non-GR terms have some form of inverse dependence on ξ 27 . With a suitable choice of functional form, the non-GR terms can be negligible in the upper half of the parameter space, yet grow to be of order unity in the cosmological regime twenty-five orders of magnitude lower in curvature. This theory would not need any explicit, non-linear screening phenomenon in order to avoid Solar System constraints -it simply 'scales' in the correct way. Likely one can construct other examples in which the scaling depends not on curvature, but on some other physical quantity.
We stress that we are not necessarily proclaiming the belief that there exist modifications to GR which depend on the ξ quantity we have made use of in this paper. The choice of axes for a gravitational parameter space is not unique, and other choices than the ones made here may be more useful for specific tasks. If one can define a mass M and a distance scale R that characterize a gravitational system, other physical scales (e.g. accelerations, densities, etc.) can be obtained by taking appropriate powers p and q in the combination M p R q . On our diagram (essentially a plot of M/R 3 versus M/R), these other physical scales correspond to sloped lines. Hence, if evidence for non-GR behaviour were to be found in one location of the parameter space, we would be able to draw a line(s) that divides this location from the regimes where GR works well. The slope of this line would provide an indication of the relevant quantity that controls the onset of new gravitational physics.
The fact that there are different possible 'yardsticks' with which to assess gravitational fields warns us that the PPN formalism may not be sufficient for testing modern gravity theories. In essence, PPN probes only one axis direction, that of , or equivalently, gravitational potential.
27 However, we note that theories with an inverse dependence on the Ricci scalar have been found to suffer from both theoretical and observational problems, see Schmidt et al. 2009 , Sotiriou & Faraoni 2010 , and references therein).
There is need for a more sophisticated, flexible formalism which could not have been envisioned at the time PPN was developed; we leave this to a future work. 
APPENDIX
GAUGE-INVARIANT KRETSCHMANN SCALAR FOR COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS
In this appendix we provide details leading to the gauge-invariant Kretschmann variable of equation (15), and describe how this quantity was evaluated for the purposes of Fig. 1 .
As explained in §2.3, in order to assign a curvature parameter ξ to cosmological experiments we need to include linear perturbations of the Kretschmann scalar. Firstly, we set out some notation and definitions. We denote the perturbation of the Kretschmann scalar in Fourier space by:
where (0) K is given by equation (13). In the second equality we have decomposed the Fourier-space Ξ into a primordial random field, ζ( k), and a k-dependent magnitude (which effectively acts as a transfer function for the initial perturbations). The primordial random field is the distribution of potential wells in the early universe; it is related to the primordial power spectrum P 0 (k) as
For a power-law initial power spectrum with amplitude A s and spectral index n we have P 0 (k) = A s k n−4 , where n = 1 gives a scale-invariant dimensionless spectrum (note that the power spectra we use in this paper have dimensions of length −3 ). Now we need to find an expression for Ξ(k, a) that we can evaluate. We begin by taking the linear perturbations of the coordinate-independent definition of the Kretschmann scalar, K 2 = R αβγδ R αβγδ :
To evaluate the second term above, we will write the linearly perturbed line element for an FRW metric in a general gauge as
where Ψ, Φ, C and E are four scalar metric perturbations and γ ij is a flat spatial metric. The gauge-invariant Bardeen variables are related to the (non-invariant) perturbations above bŷ
We use the metric of equation (A5) to calculate the perturbed Riemann tensor. To evaluate equation (A4) we need
where we have regrouped as much as possible of the expression into gauge-invariant variables.
Formally, we build a gauge-invariant variable by using the gauge transformation properties of any scalar perturbation δφ with zeroth-order value φ 0 :
Using the fact that C and E transform as C → C − T +L , E → E + L, one of the simplest gauge-invariant variables we can construct is δφ gi = δφ +φ 0 C −Ė . Unsurprisingly, using this procedure with φ ≡ K is equivalent to simply dropping the last term of equation (A8).
Comparing equations (A1) and (A4), and using the gauge-invariant construction described above, we arrive at
We have used a hat to denote that the above is a gauge-invariant quantity, in line with our conventions. However, for clarity of presentation we will hereafter drop the hat. For the rest of this appendix, ξ(k, a) refers to the expression in equation (A12). We evaluate equation (A12) by using matter overdensities to trace potential wells. First we use the fact thatΦ =Ψ in the late-time universe (in GR), and then use the Poisson equation (equation 3) to relateΦ to matter density perturbations. Because equation (A12) is gauge-invariant, it is trivial to convert into any gauge we choose. We will evaluate equation (A12) in the synchronous gauge, as this is a popular choice for Einstein-Boltzmann solver codes that calculate the evolution of cosmological perturbations (e.g. CAMB, Lewis et al. 2000) .
The residual gauge degree of freedom of the synchronous gauge can be used to set the velocity potential of cold dark matter to zero 28 , so that we have ∆ M = δ
We need a quantity that represents an appropriate statistical average over the fluctuations present at a given time and scale. From the decomposition we made in equation (A1), and using equation (A2), we have
Recall that in equation (14) we defined our final gauge-invariant, perturbed Kretschmann quantity to plot as ξ cosmo (a) = [ |Ξ( x, a)| ] 1/2 . Hence we now need to convert back to position-space Ξ( x, a). In doing so, we introduce a window function W (k), as we did for the potential in §2.3, to account for the fact that a real experiment cannot access all wave numbers. Carrying out the Fourier transform, and evaluating one of the k integrals using equation (A22), we obtain
Again we will choose the simple example window function W (k) = δ(ln k − ln k ). This choice of window function leads to an expression for ξ which is a function of scale as well as time:
The above expression is general. It is valid for any theory if Ξ(a, k) is calculated directly from equation (A12) (which assumes only a perturbed FRW metric). In the case of ΛCDM we may use equations (A19)-(A21) instead. For discussing the gravitational fields probed by large-scale structure, we wish to express ξ in terms of the matter power spectrum, rather that the (unobservable) primordial power spectrum. To this end we use the following relations:
The first line above is the definition of the matter power spectrum. To obtain the second line we have use the fact that ∆ M ( k, a) is also defined in terms of the primordial random field and a transfer function, i.e. ∆ M ( k, a) = ∆ M (k, a)ζ( k).
We have also used of the usual expression for ζζ (equation A2) and the Poisson equation. Evaluating the above expression at k = k , we obtain: 3 2
Finally, substituting equation (A19) into equation (A24) and using equation (A27), we arrive at:
This is the result we stated in equation (15).
ASSIGNING AND ξ TO THE CMB PEAKS
We wish to find the curvature and potential probed by the peaks of the CMB. To do this we will pursue a calculation analogous to that of the CMB temperature power spectrum, ie. we will find the equivalent of the C s for our and ξ quantities. We can then straightforwardly pick out the -values which correspond to the CMB peaks. We begin by transforming the gravitational potential at position x and conformal time η to Fourier space. For a photon, the position vector x can be equivalently described by the time interval η 0 − η (where η 0 is the conformal time today) and the direction vectorn that defines the lightcone of the photon. Hence:
where we have decomposed the Fourier-space potential into a magnitude and the primordial random field: Φ( k, η) = Φ(k, η)ζ( k). The potential experienced by this photon along its path is found by integrating Φ (η 0 − η,n, η) along the line-of-sight. As we are only treating primary anisotropies here (see §3.4), we will introduce a visibility function that delimits the epoch of recombination and is normalized to unity, η0 0 dη g vis (η) = 1.
The potential along the direction of propagation is then:
where P are the Legendre polynomials andk is a unit vector in the direction of k. To reach the second line above we have used the Rayleigh formula for the expansion of the Fourier basis functions:
where j is the spherical Bessel function, and we have also defined:
By analogy with the standard CMB prescription (see e.g. Dodelson 2003), we decompose the field Φ(n) into spherical harmonics with coefficients:
and consider the variance of these coefficients:
The angular integrals in the second line of equation (B8) evaluate to 
We use equation (A2) 
where we have imposed the condition = in order to evaluate the coefficient i + (−1) . Comparing the line above to equation (B7), we can read off the expression for our -dependent measure of the gravitational potentials associated to the CMB:
The square root of the line above gives the desired expression for , stated in equation (25) . The calculation of ξ is completely analogous to the one above, where Φ(k, η) is now replaced by Ξ(k, η), defined in equation (A1).
SELECTED DATA FOR FIG. 1
In Table 3 (overleaf) we present a selection of the data used in constructing in Fig. 1 . The last two columns indicate the values of and ξ assigned to these objects. 
